
 

                      Thank you for taking the time to read a few quick thoughts on the artist 

Cameron Lavi-Jones and his band King Youngblood. Throughout my career as a 

producer and mixer, I have had the privilege of working with some of the most talented 

and amazing musicians in the world. Like many of you, I have some confidence in my 

ability to spot talent and that unique quality it takes to be successful. I have found it’s 

often a combination of passion, hard work, confidence, humility and pure talent. I have 

spent considerable time with Cameron and his bandmates over the last 10 months 

writing and recording and have found Cameron and his band to possess all of those 

qualities. We are very excited to share this new material with you and of course 

ultimately with the fans.  

                   We have all heard the legendary stories of record labels and managers who 

passed up on artists that later became successful. Conversely, we have also heard the 

stories of those who took a chance on a new artist and together were successful. I really 

feel this is one of those watershed moments and one of those unique artists to consider. 

King Youngbloods’ music is where the future of  “rock music” is heading, in the belief of 

many of the top music industry leaders and taste-makers. This sound incorporates a 

unique blend of  alt-rock, Indie-rock and Pop-rock, both live and hip- hop drums, hook 

laden and anthemic choruses and diversity and social issues. King Youngblood’s sound 

encompasses all of those styles and is rooted in the tradition of current and very 

successful Rock, Alt-Rock, Indie-rock  and Pop-Rock artist like : 



 Foo Fighters, Cage the Elephant, 30 Seconds to Mars, The Killers, My Chemical 

Romance, Fall Out Boy, Panic at the Disco, Twenty One Pilots, Foster the People 

,Weezer, to name but a few.  

                  I believe Cameron Lavi-Jones is as talented, and I might say even further 

along than, for instance, Dave Grohl was when he launched the Foo Fighters. I make 

this particular comparison because I was there at the time. To me Cameron and King 

Youngblood and Dave and the Foo Fighters have similar appeal, particularly as live 

performers.  Whether or not you like Foo Fighters music is ok but today they are 

undeniably one of the biggest bands in the world. I think Cameron is as talented, 

marketable and would draw as diverse an audience as any of these artists. In terms of 

effort, musical talent, songwriting, and stage presence Cameron and his band King 

Youngblood, even at this young age (all 4 band members are 21 years old), are one of 

the most compelling and complete artist packages out there. 

                I’m committed to helping Cameron and his band get too the next level and I 

am available to record, mix and produce as needed. Cameron and I have really 

developed great team work.  We now have over an albums worth of great tracks 

finished and many demos waiting for their turn in the studio. Cameron and his band are 

highly motivated and have self-produced several high-quality music videos. This team is 

already doing the work and with a little help could really explode.  

           The heart and soul of King Youngblood , Cameron Lavi-Jones, is an absolute 

original. This band is poised to have a long successful career with the help of the right 

team. I would be honored to be part of a successful effort with your company and this 



band and I am willing to do all I can for that to happen. Finally, I think it’s important to 

note the depth of character these fine young musicians display with their individual work 

in the community and with various Social Causes including www.holdyourcrown.org 

which is dedicated to youth mental health issues.  These guys are worthy of your 

attention.  They are ready for next steps. 

Thank you for your consideration. Best Adam Kasper, Producer  

http://www.holdyourcrown.org/

